
EXPLORING WHAT INFLUENCES A PERSONS IDENTITY

This lesson explores how individuals and society influence each of our identities. It also begins to explore some of the
dilemmas people face as they establish.

Identities Online Social Media tools provide a wealth of opportunity for teens to create, test, and recreate
various versions of themselves. A further objective was to investigate whether there is a relationship between
identity status and decisional style. But through them we are connected to people who share these layers of
their identity. The individual's existence is undifferentiated but this, upon examination, is found to be
indistinguishable from others. Clearly so, when the symbol is considered demeaning by the group of people
with whom it is associated â€” think black faces or monkey suits. This may be something as obvious as a
paraplegic person identifying as such, or something less prominent such as an Deaf person regarding
themselves as part of a local, national, or global community of Deaf People Culture. The Italian adaptation of
the test presents an alpha coefficient that is good for the oral area 0. The consent of the school authorities and
the students involved in the study was sought before the distribution and collection of the instruments. The
correlation analysis shows SES is positively correlated with a predilection for the professional area of an
investigative type and negatively correlated with social and conventional areas Table 1 ; hence, adolescents
coming from better socioeconomic contexts were oriented toward investigative professions and did not have a
preference for social professional or conventional activities. This identity formation begins with association in
the parents' religious contacts, and individuation requires that the person chooses to the sameâ€”or
differentâ€”religious identity than that of their parents. Cultural appropriation is not best thought of as a
market. Because of the sensitive nature of the topic, it is important that students experience a safe and
encouraging environment within which to share their personal feelings and histories. You may wish to share
current or past news events, headlines, articles or photographs to illustrate significant economic and political
changes. Reach consensus on the most significant event Invite groups to share their ratings. Brainstorm and
record these changes on a chart. The general group of participants consisted of students; although all subjects
agreed to be part of the search, there was a dropout rate of  Self-concept[ edit ] Self-concept or self-identity is
the sum of a being's knowledge and understanding of their self. How does clothing allow people to emphasize
certain parts of their identities? At this point, have groups leave their photos on a desk or table and have
students walk around the room to see the other photos. In other words, the person conforms to an identity
without exploration as to what really suits them best. After students have completed their ratings, organize
them into groups to share the impact of their significant events. As parents, we must work to keep them safe,
but not stop them from seeking new experiences. To sing music that is influenced by Muslim or Indigenous
styles may broaden the layers of relationships that form part of our own identity. How do the things you are
passionate about help shape who you are? Pack bookbag, backpack, purse, etc. With the class, review the
criteria for judging impact on school's identity, and ask students to use similar criteria for judging impact on
community's identity. Determine which factors have shaped the identities of people from history, literature or
current events. To sell or profit by exhibiting such things would be acts of gross disrespect. Just like when you
became a parent for the first time and had to figure out how your new role fit into your previous version of
yourself, teens need support to create a clear sense of self under new circumstances. Jumping to conclusions or
interpreting their posts out-of-context may push teens to find ways to hide their online personas from you.
Young people also take active steps and make choices that shape their identity. Develop criteria for
determining the greatest impact on school's identity: moved the school in a new direction had long-lasting
effects affected a majority of the school population including students and staff. They select the environments
and people they want to be around. Collective identity[ edit ] The term collective identity is a sense of
belonging to a group the collective that is so strong that a person who identifies with the group will dedicate
their life to the group over individual identity: they will defend the views of the group and assume risks for the
group, sometimes as great as loss of life. If personal identity is shaped by layers of interlocking relationships it
cannot be bought or sold. The number of absences positively correlated with realistic and enterprising
interests, and negatively with investigative interest; school performance only seems positively correlated with
the area of investigative type and negatively with the realistic and enterprising ones. What can be bought and
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sold, however, are symbols of identity that allow momentary identification. How have people in your life
reacted to your interests?


